Executive Committee
Quarterly review of working groups

Thursday 9 January 2020
Validation of WG workplans and composition:

1. CWG 2.1 and 2.2 on GCM implementation at country and regional levels
2. CWG 1.2 on KP and CHUB and TWG 1 on Data and TWG 6 on access to services

Thursday 6 February 2020
Validation of WG workplans and composition:

1. TWG 3 on regular pathways to reduce vulnerabilities and TWG 4 on regular pathways based on BLAs
2. TWG 2 on alternatives to detention and 5 on return and reintegration

March 2020
Progress review of:

1. CWG 2.1 and 2.2 on GCM implementation at country and regional levels
2. CWG 1.2 on KP and CHUB and TWG 1 on Data and TWG 6 on access to services

April 2020
Progress review of:

1. TWG 3 on regular pathways to reduce vulnerabilities and TWG 4 on regular pathways based on BLAs
2. TWG 2 on alternatives to detention and 5 on return and reintegration

June 2020
Progress review of:

1. CWG 2.1 and 2.2 on GCM implementation at country and regional levels
2. CWG 1.2 on KP and CHUB and TWG 1 on Data and TWG 6 on access to services

July 2020
Progress review of:

1. TWG 3 on regular pathways to reduce vulnerabilities and TWG 4 on regular pathways based on BLAs
2. TWG 2 on alternatives to detention and 5 on return and reintegration
**September 2020**
*Progress review of:*

1. CWG 2.1 and 2.2 on GCM implementation at country and regional levels
2. CWG 1.2 on KP and CHUB and TWG 1 on Data and TWG 6 on access to services

**October 2020**
*Progress review of:*

1. TWG 3 on regular pathways to reduce vulnerabilities and TWG 4 on regular pathways based on BLAs
2. TWG 2 on alternatives to detention and 5 on return and reintegration

**December 2020**
*Progress review of:*

1. CWG 2.1 and 2.2 on GCM implementation at country and regional levels
2. CWG 1.2 on KP and CHUB and TWG 1 on Data and TWG 6 on access to services

**January 2021**
*Progress review of:*

1. TWG 3 on regular pathways to reduce vulnerabilities and TWG 4 on regular pathways based on BLAs
2. TWG 2 on alternatives to detention and 5 on return and reintegration